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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the development of a practical regenerative liquid

propellant gun (RLPG) has been gaining momentum. 1  A key feature in the

operation of the RLPG is that the liquid propellant (LP) burns as a spray.

The experimental work reported here was prompted by the lack of information

regarding RLPG type sprays. These sprays have unique geometries (annular) and

occur in environments which are beyond those investigated today in other

propulsion systems. Also, little is known about the ignition characteristics '

of LP sprays. In accordance with current RLPG injection geometry, an annular

injection port is employed in this study. A previous study in BL2inves-
tigated injection of LP from a circular orifice into open air. That study

attempted to measure particle sizes for comparison with semi-empirical

correlations found in the literature. only partial success was achieved in

the measurements and only in the dilute downstream region of the sprays.

Agreement with theories was poor. The present study extends into much denser

confined (and more practical) sprays where particle size distribution

measurements are not feasible. Instead, global features of the sprays are

studied. Jet break-up is studied in room temperature dense environment

simulating RLPG gas densities. Jet ignition is studied in a less dense hot

environment simulating RLPG ignition conditions. Most of the information

p2.. gleaned in this study is from high speed photography using various fluids

(Table 1). Other measurements yield discharge coefficients and ignition and

combustion dynamics.

II. JET BREAK-UP ASPECTS

Injection velocities in an RLPG range from 50 rn/s to 300 rn/s in a 2000 K,
1to 500 MPa environment. The jet gas Weber number (We P p V2 / i

15 ~G =GD/)i
greater than 40 and therefore aerodynamic forces are a major mechanism for jet

breakup.3  This falls into the second wind induced regime, or into the full

atomization regime, of primary jet breakup.4 In these regimes, the jet

disintegrates into particles which are much smaller in diameter than the

thickness of the annulus. The disintegration is the result of aerodynamic

forces. Droplets form due to the growth of unstable short wavelength surface



waves caused by the relative motion of the jet and the ambient gas. Surface

tension and viscosity impede the wave growth. In full atomization, jet

breakup starts at the injection port exit as evidenced by its immediate

divergence. Numerous studies in the past dealt with other mechanisms for full

- atomization, notably: jet turbulence, cavitation in the nozzle, boundary layer

relaxation, and injection pressure oscillations. However, it is the aero-

dynamic theory which most successfully explains the experimental trends.
4 5

Although the Reynolds number of the jet in the RLPG is well in the turbulence

regime, the flow itself is only transitionally turbulent owing to the rather

low L/D of the nozzle. Also, inherent to RLPG injection, the cavitation

number (K = (PL - PG)/(PG - PV ) ) is less than 0.5, which is below the

critical cavitation number for round orifices in steady flow.6 Cavitation may

% result in a two phase flow in the nozzle or in transition to ti-rbulence.

Cavitation is not entirely ruled out in the RLPG as the flow is transient and

the geometry is rather different from a round straight orifice. The combustor

in the RLPG is rather short; hence, the emphasis in this study is on the near

field of spray, i.e., few jet diameter downstream of the injector.

The aerodynamic atomization theory which is considered here is Taylor's

theory.7 It treats the primary atomization of the jet. The theory is valid

for pG/0L <<1 and therefore applies best to the early ignition phase of the

RLPG. The applicability of the theory to the later high pressure phase is

8
-. questionable. The theory yields the jet divergence angle (Figure 1):

e '" PG 2 fPL2\
Tan =A . • f_ (2 )

2 1 L PG

"-"Re _pVD/I 1  _ "

. where B--- -2--/ 2-
We pV 2D/a W

A1 = AI (L/D, nozzle geometry) is an empirical constant. The function f (Fig.

1) assumes asymptotic behavior in two limiting cases:

PL 2 PL 1/2
case 1: for -- B > 10 X =A D --- (2a)B G 2 G

2



PL 2PL 1/3'".

case 2: for--B < 0.1 X A D -- (2b)
csB 2 PGB

where XB is the full breakup length of the jet from its point of divergence

and A2 is a constant. Typically, A 2 < 5.

The theory7 yields also initial drop diameter d
p

- 2 iroX m .

d =A ---- A -1 (3)
p 3 PGV2 3pGV2  ,

d is proportional to the wavelength of the most unstable wave (the
p 

I

dimensionless Xm). It decreases with increasing B (Fig. 1) which means that

keeping all other parameters unchanged, larger droplets are obtained for

higher viscosity. Note, that secondary atomization or coalescence may take

place after initial jet breakup. In the RLPG, case 1 applies to the beginning

of the ignition phase and case 2 applies to the high pressure phase (see Table

2). Firing RLPG on a very cold day may be entirely in the case 2 regime as

the LP b-comes highly viscous. If the parameter B is very small, the jet may

not achieve complete breakup within the short confines of a typical RLPG

combuszor and the droplets may be larger. In experiments, only the divergence

angle can be measured but not XB. Most work reported today applies to case 1

conditions (e.g., diesel applications) and corroborate Taylor's theory for

* low pG/ L • As the density ratio becomes larger the jet divergence approaches

an asymptotic value.

Considering the possibility of cavitation or of a fully turbulent jet, a

turbulence theory may apply. The theory states that the jet behaves like a

single phase turbulent jet injected into a lower density environment where it

diffuses in a divergence angle of:

.%

Tan 6/2 0.13 (1 + pG/PL (4)

3



for pG/p + 0, 6/2 = 7.4 degrees, and for pG/p = 0.3 ( e.g., RLPG),

. 8/2 = 9.6 degrees. The jet velocity, viscosity, and surface tension bear no

V role and the dependence on the density ratio is not great. Inherently, the

particle sizes are infinitesimally small.

In general, there is a dearth of infcrmation regarding the atomization

characteristics and overall spray propagation of annular jets, particularly

when bound to flow over a protruding center bolt for some distance downstream

of the injector (the RLPG case). It is therefore an objective of the current

study to shed light on the subject as well as to investigate the applica-

bilities of the two theories discussed in the previous paragraphs. This can

be done by measuring d and 8/2 for various conditions. In this study, only
p

a/2 is measured.

III. IGNITION CONSIDERATIONS

The combustion characteristics of LP droplets in gun pressures are yet to

be explored. Well into the combustion cycle, the environment is supercritical

tor the LP; hence, the droplets may turn into puffs of reactive gas before

igniting. The present study considers only the subcritical conditions which

exist during the ignition phase, i.e., pressures below 20 MPa. In ignition

10experiments of single droplets injected into the combustion products of

atmospheric flame, the droplets were observed to microexplode with most of

their volume intact. It was surmised that the microexplosion was due to the

superheating of the water in LP. Before exploding, the droplet diameter

decreases with time following the dp2 law (i.e., d 2 -) and decomposition

. products other than water evolved from the droplet. However, the

droplets (150 0m) involved and the ignition delays (80 msec) in atmospheric

pressure are atypical of the ignition environment in the RLPG. The relative I
importance of the various time scales in droplet ignition shift accordinq to

droplet size and environment. The burn rate may depend on the droplet s1.7e

and proximity of the flame to the droplet surface. It may shifr from rho
2

d law to d to a lower power law. If microexplosion occurs, ir Tay b-
p p
induced by chemical reactions rather than by water superhei-inq. In !he

present study attention is focused on the ignition of dense pr.iiys. Here,

4



there is the added complexity of particle cloud dynamics and transport

properties. The nature of the reactions leading to ignition: whether gas

* phase, heterogeneous, or liquid phase bear importance to the intensity of the

ignition as well as to its delay. If the bulk of the spray ignites at once,

undesired large pressure excursion results.

In the RLPG, the LP is injected into a 2000 K environment which is moremi
than 70% (mole fraction) steam. Of interest are: a) how the jet breakup

changes when injecting into high temperature environment, and b) what the

operating conditions are to achieve prompt spray ignition, as LP ignition

temperature may be environment dependent. In tests 12 where the LP is allowed

to boil, ignition occurs at the boiling temperature of the solution as the

. water in the propellant (15-20%, which serves as solvent/moderator) is

evaporated away. In other atmospheric tests where water evaporation is

inhibited ignition per se did not occur at all. In these tests,13 the LP

droplets which were immersed in heated immiscible host liquid reached

temperatures over 230 C before exploding due to water superheating without

indicating prior reactivity. In the RLPG, the high partial pressure of the

steam will suppress the LP water evaporation, thus driving the spray

temperature rather high before ignition. Current RLPG igniters are solid

propellant based, but future ones may employ LP for gas generation. This

means that even in the ignition phase, the jet will encounter a steam rich

environment. In the ignition tests conducted in this study, the jet is

injected into a 22% steam environment.

IV. EXF7RIMENTAL

The experimental set-up and details of the major components are outlined

in Figs. 2 to 7. It is basically an arrangement where an annular injector,

which forms the base of a combustor, injects vertically into the combustor.

A skeletal outline of the injector is shown in Fig. 2. The injecror is

composed of two main sections connected by a pressure transmitting push-rod:

the pressure generating gas chambers, and the injector head for the liquid

injection. The two sections are further detailed in Figs. 3 and 4. The basic

5



injector gas chambers assembly was used in prior experiments.2 However, the

present work necessitated an order of magnitude higher LP injection mass flow

rates (i.e., higher push-rod velocities). This was achieved by the pressure

regulation scheme outlined in Fig. 3.

The principle of operation is as follows. Prior to injection the push-

rod is pushed down to the base of chamber A and the stem valve seals the

orifice between chambers A and B. The valve is held in place by the set

screw. The injector is filled with LP (which is exposed to the combustor

environment). Chamber B is pressurized with nitrogen and the set screw is

recessed. The valve is held in place by the pressure in B. Injection is

achieved by suddenly pressurizing chamber C. The stem valve is pulled back

and the gas in B rushes into A. Pressure amplification is obtained on the top

end of the push-rod due to its smaller area. The pressure is transmitted

hydraulically to the LP via the transmission fluid (Dow 200 silicon fluid, 10

cs viscosity) and the floating piston which also seals the LP from the

transmission fluid. Such an arrangement provides smooth flow in the LP

chamber and enables the measurement (by a Kistler 601B) of the differential

injection pressure (PL- P G). In preliminary tests, the pressure in the

transmission fluid was found to be identical to the pressure in the LP. This

was done by replacing the exchangeable bolt (Fig. 4) with a dedicated pressure

transducer housing bolt and measuring both transmission fluid and LP pressures

simultaneously. A comb-like mask is attached to the push-rod and its prongs

pass through a photointerrupter (GE H11A2) as the push-rod is pushed (Fig. 5).

The frequency of the modulated light is recorded and the rod velocity is

calculated. The volume swept by the rod is the volume of LP injected.

Knowing the nozzle port area, the injection velocity is easily calculated.

Plots of the injector's pressures and photointerrupter output are given

in Fig. 6. They were taken off a digital wave recorder (Nicolet 4094) which

is used to record all the data from the tests. Typically, the first 1 msec of

the injection is transient due to inertias in the system. After stabilizing,

a pressure amplification of about 8.5 is obtained across the push-rod. The

peaks on the injection velocity indicator plot represent the mask prongs which

are 3 mm apart.

6



The injector is capable of injecting up to 4 cc of LP in 3 to 20 msec at

up to 30 MPa. Its annular nozzle geometry is variable. The various nozzle

configurations used are shown in Fig. 7. The outside diameter of the nozzles

is fixed at 19 mm (0.75"). Exchangeable cylindrical bolts with smaller

diameters are threaded onto the injector to provide annulus thicknesses

ranging from 0.0264 mm to 0.51 mm (0.001" to 0.020"). Some of the bolts ii
protrude above the injector face to simulate the RLPG geometry. The liquid in

the injector is exposed to the combustor gas prior to injection. The injected

liquids and their physical properties are given in Table 1 .

A coupler connects the combustor onto the injector (Fig. 5). The

combustor is segmented to provide two test volumes. It is cylindrical inside

with dimensions of 2.25"ID by 16"L (1050 cc), or 2.25" by 8"L. The combustor

to jet aspect ratio is thus 3. For the ignition tests, the larger test volume

was used to reduce heat losses and to provide more residence time for igniting

the sprays. The combustor has four opposing rectangular sapphire windows with

the dimensions: two at 3.875" by 1.375", and two at 2.750" by 0.750". The

combustor is rated for 17 MPa. For the cold atomization tests it is

pressurized with argon, nitrogen, or helium. For the hot ignition tests it is

filled with stoichiometric mixture of 7Ar+2H 2+02. The argon serves as a

diluent to prevent detonation. Compared with another possible inert-diluent,

helium, the argon renders the mixture denser and facilitates spark ignition.

The mixture is ignited by a spark plug and the LP is then injected into the

combustor. The transient pressure in the combustor is recorded; thus,

enabling a calculation of the average gas temperature prior to injection.

Typically, due to heat losses to the walls, only 80% of the theoretical

adiabatic pressure is obtained.

Particle size measurements by light scattering methods are ruled out as

the sprays under study are very dense and transient. Light obscuration by the

sprays is close to 100% and their duration is less than 10 msec, Available

particle sizers require better than 50% light transmission and an order at

magnitude longer spray durations. Therefore, high speed phoroqra-ihy is the

tool of choice which reveals only the global dynamic structure a)f the sprays.

High speed movies were taken routinely using a Photec camera. An EG&G

strobe (2 usec pulse) or a copper vapor laser (10 Wart, Oxford Laser, 20 osec

7
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pulse) synchronized by the camera, provide back lighting for the photography.

*Typically, the camera was run at 5000 frames per second using a Kodak VNF 7240

film. The camera initiated a timer-sequencer which sequences all operations

with a 1 ms time resolution. A comprehensive flow diagram of the test

controls and data acquisition is provided in Fig. 5.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

1. OPERATING CONDITIONS

The range of operating conditions covered in the experiments, with

implication to atomization, is given in Table 2 where it is compared to those

calculated from the data of an experimental 30-mm RLPG. In the table, the

numbers for the RLPG correlate vertically (e.g., for 2.8 msec, V=300 m/s and

Re=178000). The numbers for the injector tests are a compendium of over 80

tests with LP 1846, water, ethanol, and Dow 550 liquid. The higher Reynolds

number tests correspond to water which is seven times less viscous than the

LP. The lower Re tests correspond to the 550 liquid which is 17 times more

viscous than the LP. The injector tests simulate the ignition phase of the

RLPG (represented by the 0.2 msec numbers). The cold tests cover density

ratios well within the high pressure phase of the RLPG (the 2.8 msec). This

is achieved by injecting the LP into room temperature argon. Argon has almost

twice the molecular weight of the RLPG combustion products. The tests relate

to the transition between case 1 to case 2, and to case 2 of the aerodynamic

theory of jet breakup discussed before (see also Fig. 1).

Most tests were conducted with the 005 nozzles. The gap size (.005") is

large enough for eccentricity effects to be small and it provides longer and

steadier injections than the larger gap nozzles. Injection mass flow rates

were up tp 1.5 kg/sec which is 1/10 of the 30-mm RLPG. They are two order of

magnitudes higher than typical diesel injectors.

With respect to turbulence,14 the parameters of importance are Re and

L/D. Although the flow can be turbulent for Re>2300, it takes some distance

to transit to turbulence. In the absence of cavitation, the transition will

8
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occur at L/D -10 5 /Re and fully developed turbulence will occur at L/D>40. The

nozzle flow in the 30-mm RLPG is laminar during ignition and only marginally

turbulent later. In most of the injector tests the flow is laminar. In tests

where the cavitation number, K, is greater than 1, the flow may be turbulent.

It is of interest to see if, for the suspected turbulent flows, the jet

divergence corresponds to the turbulent jet theory.

2. DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS

A by-product of the tests is the discharge coefficient CD. It was

calculated for the straight nozzles (Table 3) and averaged from the flatter

segment of the injection pressure curves. The standard definition of CD is

given in Fig. 8 where it is shown versus ReI/2 for protruding (005L, 005LS,

010L) and non protruding nozzles (005S, 005SS, 010S). Although the number of

tests conducted is not statistically representative, general trends are

nevertheless apparent. Within the range tested, CD increases with Re for all

the nozzles with K>1. However, for the smaller gap nozzles 005, CD drops when

transitting from K<1 to K>1, a possible indication of the onset of cavitation.

This trend is very apparent in Fig. 9. For the larger gap 010 nozzles, CD is

insensitive to K.

For the same Re, the CD for the shorter nozzles 005SS and 005LS is higher

than for longer 005S and 005L nozzles. This is not suprising since the

shorter nozzles have smaller viscous friction loss. A look at this loss is

warranted:

For a steady laminar viscous flow between long coaxial cylinders of radii r1

and r2 (r2 >rl), the drop in pressure due to friction is given by: 15

p -- 2 n = r2/r1  (5)

rj(n2 + 1

Equation 5 holds for L/D>200, when the velocity profile is fully developed. I
It can be seen that P will be enhanced for D/2 = (r2 - r)<<r I and ..

9



increasing pi and V. Since LP is rather viscous (especially when very cold),

large pressure gradients are required to achieve high initial injection

velocity, V, when the opening gap, D, is still small. In this case L/D is

still large, the flow is laminar, and Eq. 5 holds. It means that CD will be

rather small at the initiation of the LP injection in the RLPG. As an

illustrative example: a 005S nozzle of the present study injecting LP at V=100

rn/s will experience a drop of 482 psi due to friction (Eq. 5). Ideally (CD

1), 100 rn/s is generated by a drop of 750 psi. Therefore, the calculated CD

will be (750/(750+482)) 1/2 =0.78. Since L/D for the 005 nozzle is only 25,

the friction loss will be smaller than that indicated by Eq. 5. The loss is

obviously smaller for the shorter 005SS nozzle, for which C D = 0.87. The same

calculation for a smaller gap 002S nozzle yields CD = 0.48, a dramatic

decrease in CD.

*Another interesting trend is that C D for a protruding nozzle is smaller

than for the nonprotruding one. This is pronounced for the 005 nozzles (Fiqs.

8, 9). For the larger gap 010 nozzle the trend is less apparent.

4-.In Fig. 9, the C D values are generally below those in Fig. 8. Possibly

it is due to turbulence as the Re numbers in Fig. 9 are much higher than in
16

Fig. 8. From experiments with small round orifice nozzles, it is known that

the CD dependence on Re is rather complex.

In conclusion, barring nonsteadiness effects, C D is expected to be low,

erratic, and sensitive to nozzle geometry at the opening of the injection port

gap in the RLPG. As the gap widens, C D should increase more smoothly toward

the ideal value of 1. Thus, the CD trends are more important for the ignition lt

phase of the RLPG.

3. COLD ATOMIZATION TESTS

a. General. The jet breakup tests are summarized in Table 3 and Figs.

10 to 19. The water and the LP sprays are almost indistinguishable (the water

disperses somewhat better). The ethanol sprays disperse much better and

appear more finely atomized. This can be predicted from Eq. 3, since ethanol

has a surface tension which is about 1/3 of water. Another possible manifes-
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tation of Eq. 3 is the effect of high viscosity. The highly viscous Dow 550

*,*1 liquid disperses more poorly than the LP, although its surface tension is

similar to ethanol. A peculiar behavior of the 550 liquid is its fogging of

the combustor chamber volume when pressurized. Apparently, the pressurized

chamber gas dissolves into the 550 liquid. The slight pressure fluctations

during the chamber gas loading liberates excess gas from the liquid. This

disrupts the liquid-gas interface which, due to its low surface tension,

generates fog. To eliminate fogging (which impedes photography), a thin

insulating layer of lighter and immiscible water was floated on top of the 550

liquid.

b. The Structure of Annular Jets. Injection into low pressure

environment is depicted in Fig. 10. Strictly based on their weG number, the

jets are not in the atomization regime. However, their cavitation numbers are

above critical, which may cause atomization. The water jet rolls into

capillary strings but does not atomize. In contrast, the ethanol atomizes

well, as also indicated by its divergence at the nozzle's exit. Both jets

converge downstream, an indication of a pressure imbalance between the outer

and inner surfaces of the hollow jets. A possible reason for the convergence

is the evacuation of the gas, enveloped by the jet, by entrainment with the

moving inner jet surface. Cavitation is stronger in ethanol which has higher

vapor pressure than water. Also, the WeG for ethanol is higher than that of

the water due to its lower surface tension and it is more suqceptible to

cavitation induced atomization.

The gas density in Figs. Hla, b (tests 31, 32 in Table 3) approaches that

which is provided by the igniter in the RLPG. The jets depicted are in the

atomization regime. Although cavitation may exist (K = 5), based on Fig. 10-

right (K >5) it should not by itself atomize the LP which is similar to water

in surface tension. The atomization here is primarily aerodynamic. Equation

3 indicates a primary drop size d = 20 U~m which is below the resolution of
p

0the film. The jet from the nonprotruding nozzle converges (Fig. Ila); the jet

from the protruding one diverges (Fig. Ilb). Light transmission through the

bottom of the Fig. Hla jet indicates a short intact liquid core, an indication

of the second induced regime of atomization. The subsequent convergence of

the jet is peculiar to annular jets which are not bound to flow over inner



walls. Redivergence occurs further downstream as the jet's annular core

reaches a minimum. The predictions of Taylor's theory are suspect in this

case. Unbound annular jets belong to the ignition phase of the RLPG. As the

center bolt in the RLPG protrudes, the geometry resembles Fig 11b. The jet

diverges on the center bolt. If it is fully atomized on the bolt, pr.,ssure

balance can be maintained across the jet's wall by turbulent gas diffusion

through the droplets. In the tests conducted, convergence of the jet

downstream of the bolt is still observed for bolts shorter than 1.5 times the

. annulus diameter. The significance of the annulus diameter with respect to

9:- the jet hydrodynamics is not established in this work. The experimental setup

precludes varying the diameter.

Figure 12 (test 21 in Table 3) depicts a jet emanating from the same

nozzle of Fig. 11a, but into a 5 times denser gas. As before, the jet

converges but redivergence starts sooner with mushrooming of the jet's tip.

Tnis is an indication of complete atomization and retardation of the droplets

by the dense gas drag. The movies reveal recirculation of the gas in the

chamber which has an ID only 3 times the jet diameter. This is enhanced for a
.horter chamber. Recirculation entrains droplets in a vortex like motion.

Residence t:me of the droplets, before impingement on the walls, is enhanced

which is beneficial in a combustion environment.

* The lateral symmetry of the jet is retained for longer distance if the

jet's momentum with respect to the gas it interacts with ;s hlqher. For

. .- ' smaller gap nozzles, the momentum is lower (lower mass flow rate) and the jet

loses symmetry upon atomization and interaction with the recirculating gas

flow. (In a combustion environment, this may lead to flame fluctuations).

i: qure 1 1 is such an example. The ethanol in Fig. 13-righr (test 39 in Table

.), owing to its lower density and velocity has smaller momentum than the

warer in Fig. 13-left (test 33). The ethanol jer collapses laterally while k

The water jet retains its symmetry. Flow over a center bolt will prevenr the

. lairral collapse of a jet.

c. Divergence Angeles. Dv-rqence angles are measured (averaqf-id trnI b

movie frames) only for flows over center bolts and with an uncertainty t)t

1 degree. The divergence i larger for the smaller ap nozzle. For Frho 1

%1,
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nozzle, the angles vary between 8/2 =4 to 7 degrees for LP injection into

1 to 10 MPa argon; for the 005L nozzle, they vary between 3 to 9 degrees. In

both cases, the angles reach asymptotic value at around 10 MPa, which

corresponds to p L/PG = 8.5 . For a particular nozzle gap D/2, changing the

length L (e.g., 005L nozzle versus 005LS) did not make much difference.

The data obtained for the 010 nozzle are too scant to be plotted. The

data obtained for the 005 nozzle (Fig. 14) were somewhat more precise (as

steadier and longer injection are obtained for the smaller gap nozzle) and

extensive. Although, the data are rather scattered, careful study reveals

some general trends. If the aerodynamic theory of atomization holds for the

entire range of the tests; then, according to Eq. 1 all the points should fall

on a straight line (the slope of which is empirical) - which is not the case.

The theoretical line in Fig. 14 is chosen somewhat arbitrarily to pass between

the points which have the lowest cavitation number K for any particular

chanber pressure P G (to rule out cavitation effects). It is apparent that for

*.any given liquid and P an increase in injection velocity V results in a

wider divergence angle 6/2 . This behavior does not fit the theory. Also,

the data for Eq. 2b conditions which are represented by the 550 liquid, do not

fit the theory. (For the 550 liquid in Fig. 14, K has little meaning since it

% entails the large pressure gradient due to viscosity alone.) The overall

rtrend of the data is for 8/2 to reach asymptotic value for the higher p/

where the theory is less precise. Such a trend was found in the past for

tests with round orifices. 4  In the few tests (for pQG«<0L ) where the argon

% is replaced by the same pressure helium (i.e., lower density), the jet hydro-

dynamics is similar to the one observed in the corresponding density lower

pressure argon; which is in agreement with the aerodynamic theory of atomi- -

zation.

The water and ethanol jets in Fig. 14 are turbulent; their 8/2 is in the

range of 7 to 10 degrees which may be in agreement with the turbulent jet

theory (Eq. 4). The data obtained are too scant to prove it. The photo-

C. raphic appearance of the jets does riot yield any clues. For example, in Fig.

15, the LP and water jets look rather similar, but the water jet is turbullent

(Re 17127, test 34 in Table 3) and the LP is not (Re 3611, test: 17). In

Fig;. 16, the erhanol jet is turbulent (Re =22182, test 42) but its 6/2 is

13
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well above Eq. 4 prediction. The LP jet is probably turbulent (Re = 5116 and

K = 11.23, test 27) but its divergence is well below the one predicted from

Eq. 4. Nevertheless, the turbulent theory may apply better for lower pL/p G

i.e., for higher PG"

The atomization mechanism of the high viscosity 550 liquid seems to be

different from the lower viscosity liquids. The pictures depicted in Figs. 17

to 19 are of the jet boundary. Despite its low surface tension, the 550

liquid surface rolls into detached thin ligaments (Fig. 17, test 50 in

Table 3). Only then, droplets are pinched from the ligaments, perhaps due to

surface tension driven instabilities. In Fig. 18, the boundary of an LP jet
(test 29) is shown for comparison. Here, small droplets detach directly from

the boundary, an indication of aerodynamic driven instability. The picture in

Fig. 18-right was taken 0.2 msec subsequently to the one in Fig. 17-right.

The pictures in Fig. 19 were taken after the completion of the injection.

Note the difference in particle sizes. The more viscous 550 droplets are much

larcer than the higher surface tension LP droplets.

In summary: the predictions from the aerodynamic theory may be valid for

the lower pG/Q L conditions during the ignition phase of the RLPG (as long as

the annular jet flows over a center bolt) but not later in the combustion

cycle; then, the turbulent theory may apply. The theories are poor for high

viscosity liquids (e.g., very cold LP).

4. IGNITION TESTS

a. General. Although the steam-argon gas provides a clear environment

for photography, difficulties were encountered for pressures above 6 MPa due

to intense background radiation from contaminants in the chamber. The LP

flame, which is yellowishly faint, fades into such a background. Therefore,

most of the tests were conduced around 5.5 MPa and 1800 K, obtained (after

some cooling) from the combustion of 102+2H2 +7Ar at 1 MPa. At pressures above

6 MPa, the LP occasionally ignited in the injector, prior to injection, by

contact with the hot gas. A 7 degree tapered nozzle (S7 in Fig. 7) which is

opened by the injection pressure, was constructed to seal the injection port

from the hot gas prior to injection. In tests conducted at 13 MPa and 2000 K,

14
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the LP jet was observed (albeit with difficulty) to ignite and burn completely

within the field of view. This was accompanied by a sharp rise in the

combustor pressure. In accordance with nozzle geometry of the ignition phase

in the RLPG, most ignition tests were conducted with the nonprotruding center

* bolt nozzles. The tests shown in Figs. 20 to 24 represent the muinimum

A pressures and temperatures in which ignition was observed in this work. For

these conditions, the hydrodynamics of the jets resemble the one in the

equivalent density cold tests (i.e., 1 MPa argon). The resemblance is not

surprising since, for moderate pressures, most of the heat transfer to the jet

takes place only after atomization is completed and droplet-gas mixing is

* enhanced.

b. Ignition Dynamics from Pressure Traces. Much information regarding

the LP spray ignition characteristics can be gleaned from Figures 20a,b and

21a,b. These figures are the recorded pressure traces of the tests in which LP

1846 is injected from a 003S nozzle into the combustion products of 100 psi

(Fig. 20a,b) and 150 psi (Fig. 21a,b) H2  02 Ar gas mixture. Both PG andP

are recorded simultaneously. (Although the liquid is continually exposed to

the combustor gas, the liquid pressure measurement (L)is most accurate

during the injection period when the floating piston and push-rod (Fig. 4) are

in motion. By finely tuning the spacing between the floating piston and the

pressure transducer, a better agreement between Pand Pis achieved for the

entire test duration.)

The various points of significance are marked on the pressure traces as

follow. Point 0 denotes the initial conditions of the reactive cold 1H2 + 202

+ 7Ar mixture in the combustor, and LP in the injector. Point 1 denotes the

spark ignition of the mixture. Point 2 denotes the completion of the reaction

to yield 2H 0 + 7Ar. The adiabatic values calculated using the NASA Lewis

thermodynamic code1  are shown for comparison. Heat losses to the combustorA

walls result in a PG drop, a subject which is discussed later. Points 3 and 4

.A.J G

completion. Points 5 and 8 are on the extrapolated PG curve (i.e., PG as
G. G

recorded in separate tests without LP jet injection) and correspond to times
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t6 and t7 respectively. Note, the repeatability of the PG curves in Figures

20a and 20b and in Figs. 21a and 21b.

A discussion of the combustion of the gas mixture (02, H2, Ar) in the

combustor follows. Although the laminar flame velocity of the mixture is

below 3 m/s, the flame propagation in the combustor reaches 30 m/s (as

". evidenced from the time between points 1 and 2, t 1 2 , and also from

photography). It is because the flame propagates here in a closed tube where

pressure compression waves precede the flame to ever increase the temperature

of the yet unreacted mixture. The flame accelerates and the flow behind it

turns somewhat turbulent. The convective heat losses to the walls result in a

marked chamber pressure drop especially during flame propagation. Later, the

losses taper off. Heat transfer considerations and some photographic evidence

suggest that not much of the steam (the combustion product) condenses on the

walls during the test time (100 msec). Therefore, it is assumed that for each

10 moles of the reactants (1H2 + 202 + 7Ar), 9 moles of products (2H20 + 7Ar)

are obtained. Owing to the constant volume of the combustor, the gas

temperature TG (prior to LP ignition) may be simply calculated as

follows:

T 10/9 (P T /P (6)
GG0

T comprises the right ordinates in Figs. 20 and 21. Although strictly from

18thermodynamic considerations, TG is not uniform along the combustor, the

variations are small and are rapidly dissipated by the flame induced turbulent

gas motion in the chamber. The gas motion decays rapidly and it is small

lw' compared to to the LP injection velocities (as photography reveals that the LP

sri;y. are not distorted by the gas motion in the chamber). For long duration

jets, the PG drop due to heat losses results in the later portion of the jet

being injected into markedly colder environment. This is a shortcoming of the

-'e experiment hut not a critical one.

Obviously, upon injection heat is transferred from the combustor gas to

the sprays. A too excessive steep drop in TG due to spray heating is not

16
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desired in the tests. The following rudimentary heat transfer calculations

will show that the combustor gas has ample heat capacity to provide for the

spray heating to ignition. The calculations are for the conditions of Fig.

21a (which is also pictorially shown in Fig. 22). Assuming that the entire

spry s njctd t ( =5G MPa, TG = 1800 K), the partial pressure of

the steam is approximately 1.2 MPa for which the saturation temperature is TL

=463 K. The LP will reach this temperature (if not yet ignited) before any

water evaporates from it. The combustor contains m G = 13.8 g of hot gas with

about 7010 calories (= m~ CvG(T6 - TL) CvG= 0.*38 cal/g-K from Ref. 17)

* - available to heat the injected LP (m1  3 ginjected at T0 = 298 K) to TL

The LP requires 282 calories (= mL CP L(T L T T0 ), CPL = 0.57 cal/g-K) to reach

T L. Therefore, for the following calculations, the combustor gas temperature

gradient between the chamber gas and the liquid is assumed constant.

It is worthwhile to estimate the time scale of droplet heating.

Following a single primary detached droplet from the jet boundary, the time t h

for inert heat-up to TL is: 1

2

t (pL Cp Ld p2T L (12 K Gh/h Re 0CT 6 T L (7)

1/2 1/3where h/h Re 0 1 + 0.278 Re G PrG

A characteristic time for droplet slow down, tin due to drag is estimated from

A a balance of drag and inertial forces on the droplet:1

t (4 p d )/(3 p C V) ( 8)
m L p G d

where C =0.27 Re .27 (drag coefficient)
d G
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The liquid sheet thickness from the 003S nozzle is 76 Wm ; therefore, droplet

sizes should be no greater than 76 um . Also, as approximated by Eq. 3,

d = 72 Um . Conservatively, substituting d = 76 (Re G = 936) in Eq. 7, one

obtains (for PrG = 0.7, KG = 0.000257 cal/cm-K-s) : h/hRe = 0 = 8.6. Then, th

= 0.56 msec (for a droplet moving at the injection velocity) and th(Re = 0)

4.8 msec (for a droplet at rest). The calculation for t yields t = 0.21
% m m

msec which is of the order of th and indicates that the droplet slows down

considerably while being heated up. Therefore, th will assume an intermediate

value, around 2.5 msec, during which the droplet will travel about 75 mm

(still within the field of view to be observed whether igniting).

Similar calculations for the lower pressure conditions in Fig. 20a still

yield similar th. Therefore, if the LP droplet ignites readily when reaching

a temperature when significant water evaporation commences, then the sprays in

Fiqures 20a,b should have ignited within the injection duration t3 4 and be

observed so photographically. However, this is not the case. The pressure

traces in Figures 20a,b suggest a too large heat transfer to the LP spray
%

prior to LP ignition. To estimate the spray temperature TL6 at t 6 , the

following thermal balance may be written:

mG Cv (T -T =m Cp (T -T) (9)
G G 5 6 L L Lb 0

In Eq. 9 it is assumed that the spray is well mixed with the ambient gas. In

o)oth Figures 20a and 20b, T - T6 is about 166 K. Also, nL = 3 g,

. 9.22 g. Eq. 9 yields T6 = 638 K which is rather high for ignition (as it

is well above the boiling temperature of the LP). In addition, T6 is only an

average temperature; according to calculations (Eq. 7), many primary droplets

should reach much higher temperatures at T6 . While TL6 is the same in both

Fiq. 20a and fig. 20b, for the higher P6 in Fig. 20b, the ignition is faster

. riand mort_ intense than in Fig. 20a. This indicates clearly that- LP ignition

depends on pressure as well as on temperature. In practice, the spray

partilly decomposes before reaching the above calculated T . but IiTle heat

is released. The decomposition products reach the temperature T6 which is

well above the leftover liquid at TL6. Eventually exonhermic reactions take

place between the diffused decomposition products and the liquid.

18
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The assignment of ign;--lon delays to sprays based on pressure data is

so.e'hhat arbitrary. Without photography one can not determine spatial and

-emoral hit;sry of the portion of the spray which Lgnites first. If the

i.-nit-on .iely i.s too long, the spray tip may pool on the end wall of the

"C a?<Oenr ard parrially decompose there. This is of particular importance in an

RLPS ccnftqararion where the combustion chamber length is very short

K i. al. A short ignirion delay is desired in the RLPG as otherwise the ]et

may reac:h toe :old end walls terminating the combustion cycle or promoting

h-n.-flre stuaon. Def;ning in rigires 20a,b and 21a,b the ignition delay

as t - , then delays of 12 and 14 msec are obtained for Figures 20a and 20b

'P respectveiy (during which the sprays are already off the view windows). In

ocotrast, n the higher pressure tests of Figures 21a,b, the spray ignites

.hzr. the i-.>.,ec an caration (t 6 <t 4 ) and wLthn the-6 4
- ;raLi.-c ew. L:nii .,lays tr 5 and 6 osec are obtained for Figures

:']':" -9 . :d 9l>, ra'spectiveiy.

!, es(tit -e ow much LP is consume, (irn Fg. 21) during t6 7 f the

"-:i .sg equa,-icns may be written:

V : (t, ,M + m i ) / T (10)

L-., L_ G

L VLG (1F - T7 ) = n CvG (T - T) (11)

E,. i iS the ju.tion of state, and Eg. 11 ia heat balance. T, 2570 K is

flame temper=i7._re c, tne T, 1846. Cv, : 0.4 cal/g-K, Cv = 0.38 cal/g-K,
G

,, : . ole, !1,, 34.7 irole, m- 13.J j. The onknowns are T7 andLG

:.-r , : c anIpulatiar., a iua ratlc egos is obtaioec for T 7

-4 "
1 
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~ The approximate calculations above indicate that despite their different

ignition pressures P6 ' in both Figures 21a and 21b, about 50% of the LP mass

reacted to completion and in similar combustion times. However, as already

mentioned, ignition delay was shorter in the higher pressure test of Fig. 21b.

Besides pressures and temperatures, the degrees of spray atomization and

propagation (i.e., particle sizes and hydrodynamics) have bearing both on the

V ignition delays and combustion times. Different nozzles produce different

sprays which have different ignition and combustion characteristics.

Although, the ignition delays in Figures 21a,b are rather short, the long

combustion times are not practical for the ignition phase of an RLPG. It is

conceivable that for the same combustor conditions of Figures 21a,b other

nozzle geometries will result in much shorter combustion times as well as

ignition delays.
4.

c. Ignition Dynamics from Photography. The ignition phenomena of LP

sprays issuing from different nozzle configuration are depicted in Figs. 22 to

24.

In Fig. 22-left, the spray is dilute and there is little interaction

between the droplets; partial ignition is observed, possibly of the smaller

droplets. In Fig. 22-right, where the spray is much denser, partial decom-

position (but no flame) is observed of clusters of droplets. This is

evidenced by the irregular tufted appearance of the jet in its diverging

region (i.e., after atomization). Partial decomposition liberates opaque NO2

from the propellant. Fig. 22-right is the pictorial representation of Fig.

21a. For this case, ignition occurs downstream of the view window. Only

about 50% of the LP burns to completion. The balance is apparently partially

decomposed, primarily from the tufted jet boundaries.

_ The divergent tapered nozzle in Fig. 23-left issues a conical jet which

does not converge. (Tests with wider gap nozzles result in jet convergence

despite the tapering). Since the liquid sheet thickness here is only 25 Jim

the droplets are small enough to heat up in less than a millisecond to tem-

• .perarire well over 500 K; nevertheless, the spray is not fully ignited and

consumed while in the field of view. Instead, partial decomposition and

% regions ot ign ton are observed. In Fig. 23-right the 3et is thicker. As

%
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the jet flows over the divergent center bolt, it slows, thins, and breaks into

resuts n sotte igitin. ome ropetshit he all whre tey artall
cluster of droplets. Heat transfer to the diluted spray is enhanced which

decompose. In this configuration, the penetration distance of the spray down

the combustor is limited.

Figure 24-right shows a slow thick jet with a mushroomed tip of atomized

droplet cloud. The better mixing and longer residence times of the cloud

faci.litates its ignition. The intense localized heat release results in

combustion times of less than 1 msec, well within the field of view.

Figure 24-left is shown to prove the heat transfer estimates given

before. Isooctane is injected into environment which is supercritical for it

(sane environment as Fig. 22-right). The supercritical conditions for
isooctane are: Pcr = 2.58 MPa and Tcr = 544 K. The isooctane which is a pure

fuel cannot react with the inert comnbustor gas. It is observed to flash

immediately into gas upon injection. (The gas pyrolizes and later, after

P cooling, forms soot.) This is an indication that the heat transfer is indeed

high, enough to bring the liquid to temperature above 544 K in less than a

millisecond. As already seen, such temperatures are not sufficient to ignite

the LP in a similar time duration. The LP requires pressures above 10 MPa to

ignite that readily.

In summary: for Figs. 22 to 24 conditions, calculations indicate that the

droplets should reach at least 463 K while in the field of view.

Nevertheless, ignition was not always observed. The small droplets in the

dilute sprays ignite, but they do not support flame propagation through the

-,-ntire spray. It is conceivable that the ignition temperature is well above

463 K in a steam rich environment. Also, the chemical induction times nay

depndon hechemical comstio of the environment around the droplets.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present study touched upon a wide range ot RLPG type spray physics.

Although, for practical reasons, the study is cursory in some areas, it

21
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nevertheless identifies areas which warrant further study. The study covered

iY. test conditions in which precise quantification of data is not feasible.

Future studies should concentrate deeper on identifying and quantifying the

physio-chemical mechanisms of LP droplet ignition and combustion. Also, worth

pursuing is the sizing of droplets obtained from primary atomization. The

followings are the conclusions and recommendations of this study:

1.* LP jets at room temperature atomize readily in gun conditions.

2. The near field atomization characteristics of annular sprays are too

complex to be fully accounted for by the standard aerodynamic theory

(which is applied for diesels) or by the turbulent jet theory. In

particular:

*a) If not injected along a protruding center bolt, annular jets converge

prior to divergence.

b) The aerodynamic theory predictions of liquid jet divergence in a dense

.. -~gas are poor when the gas density is higher than one tenth of the

liquid density. For such high gas densities, the turbulent divergence

theory may apply provided that the liquid is clearly turbulent.

c) mre eserchis nede wih ticke, hghe veocit jes (~e.

higher Re number jets) injected into denser gases, to assess the

applicability of the turbulent jet theory to gun conditions.

Unfortunately, this will be very difficult to achieve in laboratory

experiments.I

d) The atomization characteristics of cold LPs which are more than 10

rimes viscous than usual are peculiar and have to be studied further.

Very high viscosity clearly impedes atomization. The implications are

mostly for the ignition phase of the RLPG.

3. The discharge coefficients at thin (<0.25 mm) annular jets are low andI

highly dependent on the nozzle geometry. The discharge coefficients of

thicker jets are less dependent on the geometry and are more predictable.

% 22



Therefore, if marginal igniters are used in the RLPG, careful consid-

eration should be given to the discharge coefficient behavior during

nozzle opening.

4. The ignition temperature of LP droplets depends on the composition of the

adjacent environment. In particular:

a) The LP does not ignite readily (in less than 2 msec) at pressures

below 10 MPa. Between 5 and 10 MPa, the ignition depends highly on

the spray particle size and velocity distribution.

b) The combustion mechanism of LP droplets have not been identified in

the present work. Future work should address this subject in the 5 to

100 MPa pressure range, and for gas environments from 100% inert to

170% steam, 30% inert. At the higher pressures the droplets may burn

supercritically as puffs of gas. The present test fixture is

inadequate for this task.

5. Once the combustion times of LP droplets are known, they will be

incorporated in the gun codes. Based on the results from the codes it

will be determined if particle size distribution indeed affect gun

performance and is therefore important.

M]I
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Table 1. Physical Properties of Injected Liquids

LP 1846 Water Ethanol Silicon Fluid

Dow 550

Density /cm3 1.44 1 0.79 1.07

Viscosity g/ cm-sec 0.071 0.01 0.0108 1.25

Surface 2 66.9 72 24.1 24.5
Tension sec

Table 2. Operating Conditions With Regard To Atomization

Single Firing Annular Injector Tests
% 30mm RLPG 0.2 to 2.8 msec Cold Hot

V m/s 70 - 300 25 -120 15 -45

Re 19000 - 178000 60 - 25000 1000 - 10000

- B2  1.24 - 0.0054 13 - 0.0001 10 - 2
PG

, L 8.74 - 2.70 30 - 2.91 30 - 7.14

L/D 5.54 - 2.89 6.25 - 125 6.25 - 125

K < 0.5 0.2 - 13 0.2 - 5

24
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i.

Left: Ethaniol
Right: Water

EG&G Strobe

*-25 mm +

-~

- -. Figure 10. Injection into 1 atm Air, .005S Nozzle, A
hp. p

V=38gh :/s Water,01
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Left: t<1 msec

Right: t>2 mseciI w
Figure 11a. LP 1846 into 1 MPa Argon, .010S Nozzle

V=60 m/s, We =4 56 , K=5

4.;

Figure 11b. Same as Figure Ia but .010L Nozzle .
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l.

Lef t: t<0O.5 rnsec
Right: t-1.5 msec

. Right: Eth1.5noec,

..

Figure 12. LP 1846 into 5 MPa Argon, .010S Nozzle,Q;V=49 mn/s, WeG=155 9 , K=0.76 r

384

L Water, V=81 rn/s
K=I1 .2

j Right: Ethanol, .
,V=78 mn/s N,

K=0.*82 -

II
-% Figure 13. Injection into 5 M1Pa Argjon, .005S Nozzle
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Lef t: Water, .005L

Nozzle, V=68 rn/s
K1.*26

Right: LP 1846, .005LS
Nozzle, V=71 m/s
K=1 .37

Figure 15. Injection into 5 MPa Argon, We >1350G

Left: Ethanol,

V=120 m/s
K= 11 .28

Right: Water,
V=100 m/s
K= 11.23

.4

J..

If)jure 1. Injection into 1.4 SPa Argon, WeG>H50 , .005L Nozzle.
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Le :BeoeIneto

Lefht: Befor Inecio

K=9.5

*copper vapor laser strobe

Figure 17. Dow 550 Injection into 1.4 MPa Argon,
We = 34,.005L Nozzle.

Left: LP 1846,

V=77 rn/s

/ K=7.08 5

Right: Dow 550,
%V=41 rn/S ,

%K=9.5

Figure 18. Injection into 1.4 MPa Argon,
WeG>3 8 0, .005L Nozzle.
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",* •Left: LP 1846

5 Right: Dow 550

""Figure 19. Post Injection 1.4 MPa

J.J
.005L Nozzle.
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Let:L .uU1s Nuzz .
Right: .003S Nozzlc

Figure 22. LP 1846 into 5.5 :.IPa, 1800K, 22% Water,
784 Argon, V=30 m/s

Left: .002S7 Nozzle
V=30 m/s

Right: .005M15 Nozzle

V=45 m/s

wir, i . L P 184 into Figure 22 Environment.
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Left: Isooctane,
.005S Nozzle,
V=45 m/s

Right: LP 1846,

.020S Nozzle,
V=20 rn/s

Figure 24. Figure 22 Environment
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NOMENCLATURE

B - Ratio of Re to We

Cd  - Drag coefficient

C - Discharge coefficient
D

Cp, Cv - Heat capacities

dp - Particle size

D - twice the nozzle annulus gap

h - Heat transfer coefficient

K - Cavitation number

K - Heat conductivity of gas
G

L - Nozzle length

m - Mass

M - Molecular weight

P - Pressure

Pr - Prandtl number

R - Universal gas constant

Re - Reynolds number

t - Time

th - Inert heat-up time

t - Momentum transfer timem

T - Temperature

V - Injection velocity

V - Combustor volumec

We - Weber number

X - Most unstable wavelength
m

p - Density

1 - Viscosity
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NOMENCLATURE (Con')

4.

a - Surface tension

S- Divergence angle of the jet

SUBSCRIPTS

0 - Initial conditions

F - Flame

G - Gas

L - Liquid

LG - Gas products of liquid

V - Vapor

r', .5

5%

5%*

5*!*
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